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Performance! 10.0  
Synchronization Keeps You Current 

Flowserve is pleased to announce the release of Performance! 10.0 with synchronization.  
Synchronization represents a key turning point to the industry’s foremost control valve sizing, 
selection, and project management software.  It enables users to receive automatic updates 
and ensures that product, sizing, selection, and pricing information is always up-to-date.  
Complete details of Performance! 10.0 are available at http://performance.flowserve.com. 

Upgrade Instructions 
The 10.0 upgrade files will be distributed by CD.  Sign up to receive an upgrade CD online at 
http://performance.flowserve.com.  Note: The upgrade CDs are user-specific.  Each CD can only be used to 
upgrade one instance of Performance!.  If the CD is used on more than one computer, the synchronization feature 
will not work.  The upgrade packet contains complete instructions for stand alone and network upgrades. 

Enhanced Features 

 Online Synchronization: The new synchronization feature allows users to automatically 
update Performance!, eliminating time consuming and difficult upgrades and ensuring 
customers that the pricing, sizing, and selection data is always current. 

 New Products: VL-ES, Mark Six Low Flow. 

 Expanded Product Offerings: MaxFlo 3, FlowTop, FlowPro, FlowPak, Mark 1 (Villach), 
Mark 100 (Villach), improved MegaStream sizing. 

 Expanded Drawings: Expanded drawings support available for many products. 

 Import/Export Stability: Import/Export has been thoroughly tested.  It is very reliable.  
Most import/export errors are caused when db files are exchanged between different 
versions of Performance!.  Synchronization resolves this problem by keeping all users in 
sync. Maximum stability will be achieved when all users complete the upgrade to 10.0. 

 Updated Alliances: Alliance managers led the way to update and improve the alliance 
contracts in version 10. 

 Resolved Issues: Nearly 100 reported issues were resolved in version 10.  Each issue 
was thoroughly tested and documented in the online bug tracker.  We thank our users who 
actively participate in the online bug tracker.  Your feedback and dedication continues to 
improve Performance!. 
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